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DEVELOPMENT OF THE INFORMATION-MODELING SYSTEM
FOR FLOOD PREDICTION AT LARGE RIVERS IN SIBERIA

Zinoviev A.T. , Lovtskaya O.V, Baldakov N.A.

Abstract The paper gives the description of some components of the information-modeling
system developed to predict floods. The scales and formats of the required cartographic in-
formation are analyzed. The composition and structure of the problem-oriented database for
data storage and processing in the information-modeling systems is presented. The database
designed as a “star” schema based on DBMS PostgreSQL is proposed. Tools for the construc-
tion of interactive maps of flood zones with the use of standard service of Google maps have
been created. The maps allow to identify flood zones at various probability of exceedance, to
get the information on areas and details of the flooded territories as well as to make science-
based decisions on flood protection.
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1 Introduction

Inundations caused by spring and rainfall floods are among the most dangerous natural
disasters in Russia. Prediction of such events is of great practical importance; it is a
primary task the modern hydrology faces. On the one hand, being closely related
with the protection of human life, health and well-being, the problem of river floods
forecasting is currently central; on the other hand, it deals with operation of hydropower
systems under release of large volumes of flood water [1]. The creation of methods for
forecasting the extreme hydrological events (including floods) is one of major research
areas of IWEP SB RAS [2].

When solving the urgent practical problems associated with prediction and evalua-
tion of floodplains inundation, reliable results can be obtained on condition that rather
complex mathematical models of flow are involved. Among feasible models for spatial
calculation of kilometers-long streams, a planned 2DH model seems to be the most
advanced [3].

To solve water-related problems, a large amount of spatially distributed hydrological
and meteorological information is required, including GIS data on spatial character-
istics of a catchment, data on the underlying surface, and a digital elevation model
(DEM) of a river’s bed and its valley. Thus, the development of information-modeling
systems (IMS), which combine computational modules, databases and GIS, is topical
nowadays. An integrated database provides the interaction of information-modeling
systems with GIS; it contains the information on the creation of GIS geometric ob-
jects [4].
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2 Structure of Information-Modeling System

To integrate the IMS into various databases DB and DBMS, probable standardization
of major data flows in the IMS as well as between the IMS and the database was
studied. The general structure of the IMS and related data flows are presented in
Figure 1.

The data exchange between the IMS and the integrated database (DB) involv-
ing spatial-distributed hydrological, meteorological and GIS data is carried out via
“database (DB) — converter (import) — unified data — IMS internal environment” and
“unified data — IMS internal environment — converter (export) — database (DB)”. The
converters are designed as separate units; to match the types and identifiers of data in
the database and the IMS, a link is given, i.e. each parameter in the IMS corresponds
to a particular database resource. The structure of internal data in the IMS supports
the creation and expansion of the library of modeling blocks for solving numerous
hydrological problems. Databases for solving particular tasks are specific depending

Figure 1: General structure of the IMS and related data flows
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upon the subject of investigation. Here, the presence of a temporary component that
has a marked impact on the data structure in the modeling complexes is critical. A
large body of data is represented by time series of the measured and calculated values
(discharge, water levels, meteorological parameters, etc.) assigned to certain spatial
points (sites, weather stations, etc.).

Connecting GIS with modeling systems ensures the best solution to various hydro-
logical tasks that is proved by successful national and international developments [5–9].
The concurrent use of GIS and databases is typical for expert support systems in wa-
ter resources management [10]. The use of commercial GIS products with functional
redundancy and high price as at the stage of data preparation as at calculation results
visualization is a grave drawback of these systems. Moreover, the systems devotes
much attention to the organization of observation data and calculation results.

The lack of standardized presentation of source and resultant data hinders the
expansion of information-modeling complexes and the use of common data for solving
some problems.

Under designing the IMS for flood prediction, the following tasks should be solved
[11]:

• the creation of an integrated database with heterogeneous cartographic infor-
mation, observations data on natural processes, including design and simulation
data;

• the development of geoinformation systems providing the universal approach to
the display of spatially distributed information within the IMS for floods predic-
tion at large rivers in Siberia.

3 Development of integrated database to solve hydrological
problems

The complexity and heterogeneity of tasks determine nontrivial approaches to the
development of the DB structure. In the unified system, it is desirable to store the
simulation and the in situ observation data, the online instrumentation data, the data
on different periods of averaging, as well as the data associated with different natural
environments. The universal schema of such a base with the unified extensible system of
dictionaries allows us to collect and summarize the most important data on the subject
area of research and to use them for further analysis, calculations, and presentation of
results.

When developing the data model, we used a common international data format
CUAHSI as a prototype [10]. A standardized data storage schema facilitates the anal-
ysis of information from disparate sources both within a single study area or various
hydrologic objects.

Hydrologic observations are identified by the following fundamental characteristics
(Figure 2):

• the location at which the observations were made (space);

• the date and time at which the observations were made (time);
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• the type and value of a variable that was observed (ID and value).

Figure 2: Schema of observational data description

In addition to these fundamental characteristics, there are many other distinctive at-
tributes, which specify observational data. For example, the location of the observation,
in addition to specifying the latitude and longitude coordinates, can be found in the
local coordinate system, and can be accompanied by a text string. Other attributes
can provide important context in interpreting the observational data, preserving the
information about search conditions, methods of data processing as well as the organi-
zation that collected the data and data sources. Table 1 presents the general attributes
associated with a point observation.

A conceptual model of the database (DB) presented in Figure 3 allows us to estimate
the composition and quantity of the DB tables and their relationship as well.

In design of relational databases, such approach to data structuring is called a “star”
schema. The data model consists of two types of tables: one fact table — the “star”
center — and several dimension tables according to the number of dimensions in the
data model — the “star” rays [12]. The main element in this schema is the fact table and
numerous dimension tables. The fact table usually contains information about objects
or events, the totality of which will be further addressed. Dimension tables contain
persistent or seldom-changed data. They also contain at least one descriptive field
(usually a variable name) and, as a rule, an integer key field to identify this variable. If
the measurement corresponding to the table contains a hierarchy, then this table may
also contain fields pointing to the variable “parent” in this hierarchy. Each dimension
table should be in a “one–to many” relationship with a fact table.

In our database, the “data values” table acts as a “fact table”. Other tables presented
in Figure 3, serve as the “dimension tables” or dictionaries.

The availability of ancillary dictionaries allows us to store the data of different kind
(“raw”, that passed quality control, processed, etc.), the data of regular monitoring
and single observations, the data on different periods of observation (from instant to
average annual data), the data associated with any component of natural environment.
A relational database with rows (records) that characterize a point observation provides
maximum flexibility in the data analysis due to the possibility of their multicriteria
selection and grouping.
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Table 1: Attributes associated with an observation
Attribute Definition
Variable Name The name of the quantity that the data value rep-

resents
Data Value The observation value itself
Accuracy Quantification of the measurement accuracy
Date and Time The date and time of observation
Location The location of point (object) at which the obser-

vation was made
Units The units and unit type
Interval The interval over which each observation was

made (averaged)
Offset Distance from a reference point to the location at

which the observation was made
Offset Type/ Reference Point The reference point from which the offset is mea-

sured at the measurement location (e.g. annual
average water level)

Data Type The kind of quantity being measured (e.g. con-
tinuous, minimum, maximum, or cumulative mea-
surement)

Censoring An indication of censoring in sampling (e.g. lower
than the detection limit, or <0.01)

Medium The medium in which the sample was collected
(water, air, soil, etc.)

Value Category Characteristics of a value presented (an actual
measurement, a calculated value, the result of a
model simulation)

Analysis Method An indication of what analysis method was used
Data Source The organization that carried out measurements
Organization The organization providing the data
Comments Comments on the data quality that affect the way

the data are used or interpreted
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Figure 3: Conceptual database model

The availability of ancillary dictionaries allows us to store the data of different kind
(“raw”, that passed quality control, processed, etc.), the data of regular monitoring
and single observations, the data of different periods of observation (from instant to
average annual data), the data associated with any component of natural environment.
A relational database with rows (records) that characterize a point observation provides
maximum flexibility in the data analysis due to the possibility of their multicriteria
selection and grouping.

The observation data model is independent of the geographical representation of
the site locations. The geographic location of sites is specified through the Latitude,
Longitude and Elevation information stored in the Point Location table. The coordi-
nates are specified in geographic or projection coordinate system, or by another method
specific for the problem being solved. Each observation point has a unique identifier,
which can be logically linked to one or more objects in the GIS data model. For ex-
ample, a one–to one relationship between sites within the observation data model and
meteo points on the vector layer. Such a relation between the observation sites and GIS
objects is general in nature and carries no information about the structure and values
of the GIS data. This architecture allows the observation data model to interact with
any geographic data model that contains information about the location of observation
sites (Figure 4).

Most hydrological processes vary in space and time. The choice of time and spatial
scale of the information used plays an important role in building the IMS. Information
with a scale larger than required, becomes “noisy”. Information with a scale smaller
than required, is not representative or insignificant [9]. In [13], the scale of cartographic
data is discussed.

The proposed structure of the cartographic database is as follows:

• a small-scale topographic base (vector), including hypsometry and hydrography
(1:500000, 1:200000);
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Figure 4: Schema of relationship between observations database and geospatial data

• a set of georeferenced raster coverages of 1:100000, 1:50000, 1:25000 scale and
larger for the study area, covering it, if possible, completely;

• vector layers of hydrography and hypsometry of 1:25000 scale and larger for
individual sites of the study area.

4 Development of geoinformation component of IMS

Geoinformation systems (GIS) is an integral component of modern systems of flood
forecasting. GIS is used during the preparation of initial data for modeling and the
analysis of the results of forecasting the development of hydrological situation on the
rivers to determine the potential socio-economic effects due to the dangerous hydro-
logical events.

Geoinformation component of IMS is intended for the following:

• collection, storage and graphical visualization of spatial data and related infor-
mation about objects;

• formation of cartographic representation of assessment of flood hazard for the
territory;

• graphical representation of results of calculations performed by modeling units;

• management of GIS objects and layers (publications, grouping, access, display of
layers and attribute information).

In recent years there has been a trend of using web GIS, which allows to view and
analyze spatial data with web browsers.

A typical web GIS includes three functional components: presentation service
(client interface), application logic service (server application) and data service [14].

The architecture of this GIS application looks like the following (Figure 5):

• client;
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• web-server of GIS applications;

• map-server;

• spatial data server.

Figure 5: Web-GIS architecture

Presentation service (Web-server of GIS applications) is responsible for the interaction
between application and user.

Map server implements a basic set of GIS functions, which are combined in software
components that provide their own methods and properties to be used. The data server
implemented through a database management system, enables the interaction between
application and data.

This approach allows a client PC to use quite simple applications, including stan-
dard Internet browsers, and to perform most of calculations on the server. As far as
the calculations are performed on the server, the amount of transmitted data reduces
significantly since the user receives only the final product of the query processing but
not all the data required for its execution.

To solve the problems of flood forecast on major rivers of Siberia, IWEP SB RAS
creates a Web-server GIS application “Flood zones”.

The main components of Web-GIS “Flood zones” are:

• web-server of GIS applications including “Flood zones” GIS;

• map-server GeoServer;

• DBMS PostgreSQL with spatial extension PostGIS.

Web-server of GIS applications uses the Apache HTTP-server.
“Flood zones” GIS, being a part of Web-server of GIS applications, is developed

in Javascript using the OpenLayers 3 and ExtJS libraries [15, 16]. The interaction of
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application with GeoServer is implemented by AJAX-queries [17]. GeoServer provides
the publication of spatial data as web services as well as caching and display style
setting.

PostgreSQL is used for spatial data storage and management.
According to the scheme in Figure 1, the calculations to determine the flood area

are performed by simulation unit that implements 1D - and 2D - hydrodynamic models
[1–3].

For the parameterization and adaptation of hydrodynamic models, the following
data from the integrated database are called for:

• river bed morphometry and floodplain relief;

• river bed and floodplain roughness;

• series of water level and discharge at hydrological sections of the studied river;

• data on meteorological conditions;

• data to optimize and verify model parameters (satellite images of overflowing,
high-water marks, etc.).

The quality of the original data on river bed and floodplain relief is the most
important factor influencing the final modeling of flood zones with the use of models
of river hydraulics [18,19].

The use of topographic maps of 1:25000 scale and larger to construct the floodplain
relief as well as the data of the river bed instrumental survey allows the adequate
description of processes of the floodplain inundation. A visual display of simulated
results using Web browser enabled better forecast of water level in the rivers of the
Upper Ob and Lena basins to reduce social and economic risks from dangerous floods
(Figures 6,7).

Conclusions

• The structure of problem-oriented GIS system to forecast floods in the basins of
major rivers of Siberia is developed.

• The structure of the database that contains real-time and historical hydrological
and weather data on the hydrological situation is defined; a system of directories
allowing to store in the database the data of different quality (“raw”, clean and
processed data, etc.), regular monitoring data and the data of single observations,
the data of the different periods of observation (from instant to average annual
data), the data relating to any characteristics of the studied processes is defined.

• The tools for integrated processing of heterogeneous map data, observational
data, calculations and simulation, which provide the possibility to solve the im-
portant hydrological problems of flood forecast and evaluation, are created.
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Figure 6: Flood zones of 1%, 3%, 5% probability (city of Barnaul)
http://geoinfo.iwep.ru/geoserver/www/floodzones-test/index.html

Figure 7: Flood zones of 1%, 3%, 5% probability (selo Namtsy, Respublika Sakha
(Yakutiya)) http://geoinfo.iwep.ru/geoserver/www/floodzones-test/index.html
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